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Chrome Browser PC Scans Come As 

Surprise 

 
By John Lister on April, 5 2018 in “Infopackets.com”.  

Google Chrome users have been surprised to discover that the Chrome browser scans their 

computers in search of malware. It doesn't appear to be a reason to panic, but arguably Google 

could have been more up front about it. 

The scans were spotted by Kelly Shortidge who works at a cyber security company. She noticed 

that the chrome.exe executable file (which is visible in Windows Task Manager) was scanning 

files in her Windows documents folder. On further investigation, she discovered Chrome has 

been doing this since around October, 2017. 

The scans are being done through Chrome Cleanup, a tool that is separate from Chrome and is 

accessible as a separate download from Google. It's specifically designed to find malicious 



software that affect the browser's operation - for example, those programs which add toolbars or 

popup ads, or by change the default homepage without permission. However, in this case it 

appears the scans are running through Chrome itself without users actively starting the scan. 

Google Says Don't Worry 

Google's Justin Schuh posted on Twitter to explain that what's happening here isn't the same as a 

normal full-blown security software scan. He says that the scan runs once a week in the 

background, taking up to 15 minutes. 

He also noted that the scan only searches "browser hijacking points" - in other words, files and 

locations that could be used to alter Chrome and its settings - rather than looking everywhere for 

malware that could be hiding. However, he did note this setup "may cause it to follow links 

elsewhere." (Source: trustedreviews.com) 

Should Users Be Warned? 

The tool doesn't automatically remove malicious software; instead, it alerts the user and asks to 

delete specific files. Google said in October that it has tweaked these alerts to be clearer about 

exactly what will be deleted. (Source: blog.google) 

Assuming the background scans work exactly as Google explains - and there's no reason to doubt 

this - they shouldn't pose a privacy risk to users or affect performance negatively. Instead, the 

real problem is that Google didn't make it clearer to users that the scans were happening. There's 
certainly an argument given recent scandals over computers and privacy that Google should have 

actively warned all users what was happening and why. 

What's Your Opinion? 

Do you see these scans as a positive or a negative? Should companies always ask or tell users 

before doing anything with files on their computer that wouldn't be expected? Would you opt out 

of these scans if that was an option? 

 

Add Tracking Features To Your Gmail 

From Gizmo’s Freeware. 
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http://www.trustedreviews.com/news/google-chrome-scan-pc-privacy-3442892
https://blog.google/products/chrome/cleaner-safer-web-chrome-cleanup/
https://www.techsupportalert.com/users/robschifreen


 MailTag is a very neat extension 

for Chrome that adds full tracking capabilities to your Gmail account. Once you've installed and 

enabled the app, which you can download from 

https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/mailtag-email-tracking-sc/oboj..., it begins to track all 

your email. You can then click on the MailTag icon in your browser in order to access your 

dashboard, which shows you how many messages you've sent and whether/when they were 

opened. 

Although there's a paid-for Pro version available as an upgrade, the basic edition is completely 

free and provides some fascinating data. 

 

 

Geekly Update From “askbobrankin.com”. 

“Your kid is not weak-willed because he can’t get off his phone,” 29 year-old Ramsay Brown 

says. “Your kid’s brain is being engineered to get him to stay on his phone.” The neuroscientist 

and his pals are trying to stop that with their company called Boundless Mind.  

 

 

Am I or am I not, that is the question! 

Find Out If Your Facebook Data Was Compromised By Cambridge Analytica  

Posted: 11 Apr 2018 03:04 AM PDT 

https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/mailtag-email-tracking-sc/obojiopibnbnmdbegnaghfbooofdnnmp
http://time.com/5237434/youre-addicted-to-your-smartphone-this-company-thinks-it-can-change-that/
http://feedproxy.google.com/~r/gizmosbest/~3/4h7SDeWHEPA/find-out-if-was-your-facebook-data-was-compromised-cambridge-analytica.htm?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email


 

 

 

 

If you're wondering if your Facebook data was compromised as part of the information Facebook shared with 

Cambridge Analytica, here's where to go to find out. 

 

Facebook is in the process of notifying people if their personal data was shared with Cambridge Analytica yesterday 

and today, but notifications can be fleeting and are not appearing consistently in the same place, depending on how 

you access Facebook.  

 

To check if Facebook knows whether your data was given to Cambridge Analytics, log in to Facebook and visit this 

page … Read More 

 

 

 

Amazon Patent Eavesdrops, Targets 

User Ads 

 
By John Lister on April, 12 2018 in “Infopackets.com”. 

Amazon has patented a system for listening to devices in order to better target advertising to 

users. But it says it doesn't use the feature in its gadgets. 

The patent dates back to an initial application in 2011, but the most recent version was not 

approved by the US Patent and Trademark Office until last November and has only recently been 

made public. 

https://www.techsupportalert.com/content/find-out-if-was-your-facebook-data-was-compromised-cambridge-analytica.htm


The basis of the patent is 'sniffer' technology, though that's used as an analogy to reflect the idea 

that the devices wouldn't permanently capture and store what people were saying. Instead they 

would use trigger words. 

Saying 'Like' Would Trigger Recording 

Once triggered, the devices would listen out so that "Topics of potential interest to a user, useful 

for purposes such as targeted advertising and product recommendations, can be extracted from 

voice content produced by a user." (Source: uspto.gov) 

The patent explains that the trigger words could be used to "indicate a level of interest of the 

user." For example, it suggests listening out to identify when a user mentions that they "like" or 

"love" something. These terms could then be added to their profile to influence the ads they see 

or hear. 

What makes the patent so compelling today is that we already know that Amazon has - and uses 

- such technology through its range of Echo home speakers. They listen out for a trigger word, 

which is "Alexa" by default, which tells the speaker to listen to, understand and act on the words 

that follow. 

Amazon Denies Using Technology 

In response to queries about the patent, Amazon was adamant that it doesn't use devices for 

targeted advertising. It issued a statement reading in part that "Like many companies, we file a 
number of forward-looking patent applications that explore the full possibilities of new 

technology. Patents take multiple years to receive and do not necessarily reflect current 

developments to products and services." (Source: bbc.co.uk) 

It may be significant that Amazon used the term "targeted advertising" in its response. It didn't 

mention "product recommendations", which also appear in the description of the patent. That 

could theoretically cover emails to customers or recommendations appearing on the Amazon 

site. 

What's Your Opinion? 

Do you believe Amazon's denial that it uses audio recordings to personalize targeted advertising? 

If you used a smart speaker or similar device, would you mind Amazon recording what you said 

you "liked" if that made for more relevant product recommendations? Would it make a 

difference if Amazon guaranteed the data wouldn't be shared with anyone else or left vulnerable 

to hacking? 

 

http://appft.uspto.gov/netacgi/nph-Parser?Sect1=PTO2&Sect2=HITOFF&p=1&u=%2Fnetahtml%2FPTO%2Fsearch-bool.html&r=1&f=G&l=50&co1=AND&d=PG01&s1=amazon.AANM.&s2=conversational&OS=AANM/amazon+AND+conversational&RS=AANM/amazon+AND+conversational
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/technology-43725708


From “theverg.com”. 

Microsoft wants to force Windows 10 
Mail users to use Edge for email links 

A desperate move to grab browser share 
By Tom Warren@tomwarren Mar 16, 2018, 1:57pm EDT  

Microsoft is testing a new change to its future version of Windows 10 which will 
probably annoy anyone using the operating system. The software giant revealed 
today that “we will begin testing a change where links clicked on within the Windows 
Mail app will open in Microsoft Edge.” The change means if you have Chrome or 
Firefox set as your default browser in Windows 10, Microsoft will simply ignore that 
and force you into Edge when you click a link within the Mail app. 

It’s a ridiculous change, that’s similar to Microsoft forcing Cortana users to use Bing 
search and open results in the Microsoft Edge browser instead of other browsers 
that are set as default. “As always, we look forward to feedback from our WIP 
community,” says Microsoft’s Dona Sarkar in a blog post today. I’m sure Microsoft 
will receive a lot of feedback over this unnecessary change, and we can only hope 
the company doesn’t ignore it. 

Microsoft has been desperately trying to convince Windows 10 users to switch from 
Chrome to Edge. The software maker has made it difficult to switch the default 
browser in Windows 10, created videos to trash Google’s Chrome battery life claims, 
and even used a variety of annoying ads within Windows 10 itself to try and promote 
Edge. None of these efforts have worked, though. Chrome is still the top browser on 
desktop PCs. 

 

Calling all game players. 

 

Celebrate the 40th anniversary of “The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy” by playing the 30th 

anniversary game online for free, courtesty of the BBC. 

 

 

https://www.theverge.com/users/tomwarren
https://www.theverge.com/users/tomwarren
https://www.theverge.com/2016/4/28/11532474/windows-10-block-google-search-cortana-bing-edge
https://www.theverge.com/2016/4/28/11532474/windows-10-block-google-search-cortana-bing-edge
https://blogs.windows.com/windowsexperience/2018/03/16/announcing-windows-10-insider-preview-build-17623-for-skip-ahead/#eZ4pqVHY517BBiJ1.97
https://t.co/1i7QCiE310
https://www.theverge.com/2015/10/18/9563927/microsoft-windows-10-default-apps-browser-prompt
https://www.theverge.com/2015/10/18/9563927/microsoft-windows-10-default-apps-browser-prompt
https://www.theverge.com/2016/9/15/12926524/microsoft-edge-chrome-battery-response-tests
https://www.theverge.com/2017/3/17/14956540/microsoft-windows-10-ads-taskbar-file-explorer
https://www.theverge.com/2018/1/4/16805216/google-chrome-only-sites-internet-explorer-6-web-standards
https://www.theverge.com/2018/1/4/16805216/google-chrome-only-sites-internet-explorer-6-web-standards
http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/articles/1g84m0sXpnNCv84GpN2PLZG/the-game-30th-anniversary-edition


 


